INTERIOR DESIGN SPRING TRENDS FOR 2017

Portuguese Embassy in Madrid – Project by Pepe Leal

The Winter Indoor season comes to an end and that means it’s time to analyse new design trends. One of the great thing about interior design is that it is constantly evolving and it’s important to go in the same direction to the market.

Every season, Boca do Lobo goes in the same direction of the tendencies but not to the same extent as the market. 2017 is the year we return to organic roots. In that year we will see a desire to counteract uncertainty with authenticity, raw humanity, craftsmanship, comfort and simplicity. This will be evident within interior design trends for the flowering season.
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Boca do Lobo was created to bring excellence in furniture design and we really believe that every minute of production is an investment in the opportunity to deliver unforgettable experiences.

At Boca do Lobo we are always pushing the boundaries of creativity in order to incredible designs. But finding a delicate balance between artistry and comfort is not easy.

The Spring Trends 2017 include also the classic charm and the seductive beauty of Mediterranean interior design. This cannot be obtained through any other design solution, from retro-style florals in on-trend colours to classics with luxe appeal.

2017 will see a rise in manipulating the natural world to bring it into the urban home.

Boca do Lobo shares a collection of interior design pieces that fit in the next interior design trends. Meet the arrival 2017 palette, a curated collection of fashion-forward hues. Each is designed to be personal, tailored to help you create a home that fits your style and personality.

GET TO KNOW THE BOCA DO LOBO TRENDS FOR SPRING 2017

Organic Roots, Retro-Style Florals, Butterflies, Marble, Cooper & Gold Materials and Craftsmanship
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METAMORPHOSIS

1. Insect Queen - Color on Aluminium by Federico Bebber
2. Beetle, Beetle II and For A.E. by Dan Hillier
3. Dolce and Gabbana s/s 2007, Raquel Zimmerman by David Sims for V magazine
4. Brand identity based on bugs merged with musical instruments, by Scandinavian DesignLab for Copenhagen based fashion store, Paris Texas
5. Draw by Redmer Hoekstra
6. Metamorphosis Sideboard by Boca do Lobo
7. Salvador Dalí, Metamorphosis of Narcissus (detail)
8. Concave Metamorphosis Mirror by Boca do Lobo
9. Unmask Group by Liu Zhan, Kuang Jun, and Tan Tianwei
10. Cate Blanchett by Matthias Vriens McGrath
11. Fifteen Pairs of Hands by Bruce Nauman
12. Givenchy fall 2013
13. The Little Theatre of Dolls, photographed by Felipe Pagini
14. Unstable Cube by Robert Flynn
15. Metamorphosis Dining Table by Boca do Lobo
16. Les Sténocorps de Julie Poncelet
17. Convex Metamorphosis Mirror by Boca do Lobo
18. Metamorphosis by Christian Schloe
19. Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka, 1915
20. A Gust of Wind by Paul Cockedge
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METAMORPHOSIS SERIES

By definition, metamorphosis indicates an alteration is physical build and structure, commonly associated with insects. As a great novel of the 20th Century, written by a phenomenal thinker for his time, Franz Kafka, Metamorphosis digs deep introspection, unknowingly looking for meaning or something to hang on to. This is the word which rung in conversation and thought, and has come to symbolize a new line of thought, and design inspiration for Boca do Lobo.

Insects can be repulsive and can make you think of how different and unique life is by itself. As a subjective concept, beauty can be found in the strangest things, but is guaranteed a place in what is known as luxury. The statement is out, and the Metamorphosis has just begun.

DIAMOND METAMORPHOSIS | Sideboard

A new take on one of Boca do Lobo's most iconic pieces, the Diamond undergoes a process of Metamorphosis and enters a new aesthetic realm. The merging of metamorphosis as an evolutionary process, commonly associated with insects, with the philosophical connotation of the word that originates from Kafka's prime work, the Diamond Metamorphosis Sideboard questions the meaning of beauty and seeks to provoke a reaction.

CONCAVE METAMORPHOSIS | Mirror

The Concave Metamorphosis Mirror portrays a territorial dispute, where chaos is indulged and spread across simplicity represented by the clean slate upon which it takes place. A take on Metamorphosis from both its literal and philosophical meaning, this luxurious mirror represents the removal of creative boundaries, and tests the beauty ideal.
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**CONVEX METAMORPHOSIS | Mirror**

The Convex Metamorphosis Mirror is more than just a simple piece of art. It represents a living tribute to the beauty of an uncompromised mindset, breaking creative boundaries and taking Boca do Lobo to unknown territories never explored before. Playing on the concept of evolution, and challenging the notion of beauty, the Convex Metamorphosis Mirror takes a clean form and transforms it into an exceptional piece of luxury furniture.

**METAMORPHOSIS | Center Table**

The enormous success of the Metamorphosis Series gave birth yet to another unique creation – Metamorphosis Center Table. Similar to the dramatic transformation and the sudden change in the animal's body structure, Metamorphosis Center Table experiences new unexpected design techniques, noble finishes through a meticulous artistic process. The center table is composed by two fragments, finished in mirror and noble marble and beautified by the presence of golden creatures that are prepared for their ultimate metamorphosis.

**METAMORPHOSIS | Sconces**

Similar to the dramatic transformation and the sudden change in the animal's body structure, Metamorphosis Sconces experiences new unexpected design techniques, noble finishes through a meticulous artistic process. The two main finishes marble and brass blend in pleasant and graceful conversation between the roughness of brass and the elegance of marble.
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TERRACOTTA
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The terracotta of today tends to have a more natural, matte finish than the ever-popular border tiles often used in the 80’s. It conjures up nomadic desert scenes or images of life in the Mediterranean. This bold colour is softened by the intricate illustration.

INFINITY | Console

Infinity holds a shimmering aura that gets a classy touch to any living space. Stunning in either modern or classic entrance halls and a great addition to any living room decoration. This prodigious piece has a striking geometric mosaic wood veneer top and a copper leaf base finished with high gloss varnish.

EQUATOR | Bar

Ideal for exclusive interiors, this exclusive piece of furniture can be placed at any living or dining room giving it an elegant style providing a journey of pure comfort and relaxation. The Globe is made from polished copper, manually hammered.

EDEN COPPER | Center Table

The elegant Eden Table is made from melted aluminium, finished in copper leaf. Inspired by current trends and made with the finest materials, our exclusive furniture creates an atmosphere of irresistible comfort, gracious hospitality and impeccable taste.
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Gold is back as an excellent way to add luxury and richness to a home’s interior. Gold accents add drama, and because gold is a warm color, it partners with many palettes. Brass, chrome, and black lacquer can all look great in the same space if done right.

**IMPERFECTIO | Sofa**

Imperfectio Sofa is the expression of imperfect aesthetic, the appeal of that which is authentic art that is truer to life. Imperfectio Sofa praises artisanal work as the ultimate form of art that is quite intentionally imperfect. Through its unique existence and shapes Imperfectio Sofa determines its own history. The irregularities and flaws over the manual hammered brass exposes the beauty of imperfection.

**FILIGREE | Mirror**

The Filigree Mirror resorts to one of the oldest jewellery making techniques known. Completely hand crafted, with each brass cord fitted with precision, the Filigree Mirror flourishes in a shape traditional to Portuguese culture and art. A true work of art, this luxurious mirror plays tribute to Boca do Lobo’s core values heritage and craftsmanship.

**SINUOUS | Console**

Sinuous lines draw the elegant character of this console, gathering the styling of the best sellers of Coolors Collection. Sinuous is made for those who love harmonious lines mixed with exquisite detail. Its design is seductive and lures you into a magical and golden world.
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PARADISE WONDER

1. Empire Center Table by Boca do Lobo
2. Marc Jacobs Spring-Summer 2015 Men's Collection
3. Diamond Cream Luxury Safe by Boca do Lobo
4. Benjamin Moore 'Conch Shell' in Hamptons bedroom, from Elle Decor
5. Frank Chest of Drawers by Boca do Lobo
6. Soho Sideboard White by Boca do Lobo
7. Coleccionista Book Display by Boca do Lobo
8. Apollo Mirror by Boca do Lobo
9. Spanish Embassy in Portugal by Pepe Leal, from CasaDecor Spain
10. The Opus Hong Kong by Yabu Pushelberg
11. Photo by Apple
12. Victoria Cabinet by Boca do Lobo
14. Russian Private Residence by Boca do Lobo and Arch 25
15. Diamond Amethyst by Boca do Lobo
16. H&M Home 2017 by Allspice Design
17. Heritage Sepria Cabinet by Boca do Lobo

Blossom features this season’s new pastel range, with both equally soft and more saturated hues. Spring’s prettiest palette comes in a pastel array of light and airy pieces. A complete range of new neutrals brings newness to the group.

**DIAMOND | Sideboard**

Projected to be the jewel in the crown of the Portuguese brand Boca do Lobo, the Diamond Sideboard is a reflection of the furniture jeweler’s expertise and quintessence, undoubtedly deserving its title.

**HERITAGE SEPIA | Cabinet**

Heritage is an elegant décor piece to complement the decoration of any interior setting. A highly coveted ensemble of hand painted tiles like those of an expertly curate art collection bring together master artisans and craftsmen for Boca do Lobo’s Heritage.

**MONDRIAN WHITE | Sideboard**

The Mondrian sideboard is more art than utilitarian furniture. Undoubtedly, it constitutes a unique and collectable object that is different from anything else, and exudes a sense of both experimental design and luxury.
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DARK SIDE

Dark colours will give your home a modern and fresh vibe for Spring 2017. They are the perfect backdrop for any art and decoration as they create a feeling of intimacy and coziness.

VICTORIA | Cabinet

This seductive piece transcends traditional and modern boundaries. Each fusion of art and design is handcrafted from the finest materials by master artisans using production methods developed to preserve traditional techniques and deliver the highest quality.

CLOUD | Watch Winder

This unique watch winder reflects fascinating design handcrafted to become an object of desire. The fine mechanisms of valuable automatic watches require movement and relaxation. With a design inspired by Newton’s Law of attraction, this watch winder is a statement art piece.

GLANCE | Mirror

The Glance Mirror tells us that story, the crossroads of life, and the reason among the chaos. The concept of a defragmented mirror brings out its noblest gold backdrop, where it’s unique beauty comes from daring to risk and challenge the conventional.
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You can download high resolution images in our website’s press area.

Hope to hear from you soon!

We wish you the best Spring!

ABOUT US

Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless luxurious cosmopolitan environments.

JOANA LEMOS | Press Relations

Email: press@bocadolobo.com
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